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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in computational photography, computer vision,
and computer graphics allow for the creation of visually compelling photographic fakes. The resulting undermining of trust in
photographs impacts law enforcement, national security, the media, advertising, e-commerce, and more. The nascent field of photo
forensics has emerged to help restore some trust in digital photographs [Farid 2009].
In the absence of any digital watermarks or signatures, techniques in image forensics operate on the assumption that most
forms of tampering will disturb some statistical or geometric property of an image. In a well-executed forgery these disturbances
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Original image copyright 1969, NASA

Fig. 1. Our algorithm finds that the shadows in this 1969 moon landing
photo are physically consistent with a single light source. The solid lines
correspond to constraints from cast shadows and dashed lines correspond
to constraints from attached shadows. The region outlined in black, which
extends beyond the figure boundary, contains the projected light locations
that satisfy all of these constraints.

will either be perceptibly insignificant or they may be noticeable
but subjectively plausible. Methods for forensic analysis provide a
means to detect and quantify specific types of tampering. To the
extent that these perturbations can be quantified and detected, they
can be used to objectively invalidate a photo.
We describe a technique for determining if cast and attached
shadows in a photo are consistent with the model of a single distant
or local point light source. Forensic techniques based on analyzing lighting and shadows are attractive because 3-D lighting effects
can be difficult to modify using commercial photo editing software,
and low quality images can be analyzed since lighting effects and
shadows survive common operations such as image compression
and down-sizing.
There is some evidence that the visual system is capable of detecting small changes in lighting direction in simple controlled settings [Koenderink et al. 2004; Mamassian 2004; Khang et al. 2006;
Pont and Koenderink 2007; Koenderink et al. 2007; O’Shea et al.
2010]. In more complex settings, however, the visual system is far
less capable at detecting gross inconsistencies in lighting [Jacobson
and Werner 2004; Ostrovsky et al. 2005; Farid and Bravo 2010]. In
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a forensic setting, a multitude and variety of cast and attached shadows from complex shapes are cast onto equally complex and varied
surfaces. Such limitations of the visual system imply that a forger
may overlook inconsistencies in lighting and shadowing, and a visual inspection of shadows will, at best, be highly subjective.
The iconic photo of the 1969 moon landing, Fig. 1, provides an
example of the variety and complexity of shadows that are common in photos. In fact, it has been argued by conspiracy theorists
that the shadows in this photo are physically implausible and hence
evidence of photo tampering and broader nefarious conspiracies.
Beyond a subjective visual analysis, the physical consistency of
shadows can be objectively determined by considering their basic
geometry.
Consider a ray that connects a point in a shadowed region to
its corresponding point on the shadow-casting object. In the 3-D
scene, this ray intersects the light source. In a 2-D image of the
scene created under linear perspective, the projection of this ray
remains a straight line that must connect the images of the shadow
point and object point, and intersect the projected image of the light
source. These constraints hold regardless of the geometry of the object and the surface onto which the shadows are cast, and for either
an infinitely distant or local light. Multiple constraints can therefore be used to determine the projected location of a light source in
the image plane. Note that this projected location corresponds to an
infinite number of 3-D light positions. We concern ourselves with
the 2-D projection because a single image typically does not allow
one to compute the 3-D location of the light in the scene.
If a scene purportedly contains a single light source but the shadows in the scene specify mutually inconsistent constraints that cannot be satisfied by any single light position, then this inconsistency
evidences photo tampering. It can sometimes be difficult or impossible to precisely match a point on a shadow to its corresponding
point on an object — particularly on attached shadows that form as
a surface smoothly curves to face away from the light. We therefore
consider a relaxed, conservative constraint in which the location of
points on the object are restricted to a range of possible locations.
These relaxed constraints specify either angular wedges or halfplanes in the image that restrict the projected location of the light
source. (See Fig. 2.) The consistency of multiple such constraints
is framed as a linear programming problem. A viable solution is
interpreted to mean that the shadows are physically plausible while
a failure to find a solution is used as evidence of photo tampering.

1.1

Related Work

Previous lighting-based forensics methods estimate the 2-D lighting direction or lighting environment from the shading on an object’s contour [Johnson and Farid 2005; 2007]. If the 3-D geometry
of an object is known, then the 3-D lighting direction or lighting
environment can be estimated [Kee and Farid 2010]. Related computer vision techniques that estimate lighting from a single image
use object shading [Nillius and Eklundh 2001], or shadows cast
onto planar surfaces [Sato et al. 2003; Okabe et al. 2004; Lalonde
et al. 2011]. In [Karsch et al. 2011], manually approximated scene
geometry is used to fit a local lighting model that is perceptually
plausible, but insufficient for forensic application because the physical accuracy is heavily influenced by user input.
Photometric inconsistencies of a cast shadow’s umbra were used
to detect inconsistent shadows in [Liu et al. 2011]. Inconsistencies in the location of a cast shadow were used in [Zhang et al.
2009], but they placed several assumptions on the scene geometry: shadows were cast onto a planar ground plane and the objects
casting shadows were vertical relative to the ground plane. In the

Original image copyright 2011, Geico Insurance

Fig. 2. Shown are: (top) a frame from the Geico commercial “Dunk –
Easier Way to Save” depicting a somewhat incredible athletic performance;
(middle) examples of cast (1-2) and attached (3) shadow constraints. The
projected location of the light source must lie in the intersection of these
constraints. Shown in the bottom is a multitude of constraints (solid lines
correspond to cast shadows and dashed lines correspond to attached shadows). The shadows from the people and house are consistent with a light
source located somewhere in the black-outlined region. The boy’s shadow,
however, is inconsistent with the rest of the scene.

most closely related work [Stork and Johnson 2006], the consistency of cast shadows in artworks was determined by identifying
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Fig. 3. A cylinder and sphere illuminated from the left with a distant point
light. The red line and curve correspond to the terminator – the contour at
which the surface normal is oriented 90 degrees from the direction to the
light source. Points to the right of the terminator are in an attached shadow.

points on a cast shadow and their corresponding point on an object,
and then determining if these were consistent with a single light
source. Our work expands this basic idea by relaxing the requirement that a strict shadow to object correspondence must be identified. We therefore allow a broader range of ambiguous cast shadows to be considered, including attached shadows. Unlike some
previous shadow-based forensic techniques, we place no assumptions on the scene geometry.

2.

METHODS

2.2

We first describe the geometry of cast and attached shadows and
how these shadows restrict the projected location of a light source.
Throughout, we assume a single distant or local light source and
place no assumptions on the objects being illuminated or the surfaces onto which shadows are cast. We then frame the problem of
determining if all shadows are consistent as a linear programming
problem. In the case when the shadows are not consistent, we describe a simple randomized algorithm for finding an approximately
minimal set of conflicting constraints that identifies the inconsistent
shadows. We also describe a simple user interface that aids a forensic analyst in specifying constraints for cast and attached shadows.

2.1

Fig. 4. A wedge constraint defined by two lines (solid red) and a halfplane constraint defined by one line (dashed red). The projected location
of the light source (yellow dot, x) lies within the region (outline in black)
formed by the intersection of these constraints. A sign inversion of these
constraints is depicted in blue.

Cast shadows

Shown in Fig. 2 is a frame from a Geico commercial with several
shadows. Wedge-shaped constraints are used to describe the directions from a point in shadow to points on an object that may have
cast the shadow. The wedge labeled 1 corresponds to a cast shadow
on the roof. The wedge is fairly narrow because the tip of the cast
shadow can reliably be determined to correspond to a point on the
dormer. The wedge labeled 2 corresponds to a cast shadow on the
garage roof. This second constraint is a wider wedge because the
correspondence between the roof edge and its cast shadow is ambiguous.
The projected location of the light source should lie within the
intersection of these wedges (which although illustrated as finite,
are infinite in their extent beyond the figure boundary). Note that
the wedges are oriented from the shadow towards the corresponding object. If, however, the light is behind the camera then these
wedge constraints should be flipped 180 degrees about the selected
shadow point. That is, due to perspective geometry there is a sign
ambiguity as to the location of the projected light source (more on
this issue below).

Attached shadows

Attached shadows occur when objects occlude the light from themselves, leaving a portion of the object in shadow. For example,
shown in Fig. 3 is a cylinder and sphere illuminated by a distant
point light source positioned to the left. Points are in shadow if the
surface normal makes an angle greater than 90 degrees with the direction toward the light. The terminator is defined to be the surface
contour whose normals form a 90 degree angle with the direction
toward the light source, as depicted by the red line and curve in
Fig. 3.
Similar to a cast shadow, there is a correspondence between
points in and out of shadow on either side of the terminator. This
correspondence, however, can only be specified to within a halfplane because the light’s elevation is ambiguous to within 180 degrees.
Although cylinders and spheres may not be particularly common
in natural photographs, any locally convex surface can provide an
attached shadow half-plane constraint. Shown in Fig. 2, for example, is an attached shadow constraint on a fold of the man’s shirt
(constraint 3 in the middle panel). Folds and other locally convex
geometry are common and provide easily recognizable attached
shadow constraints.

2.3

Forensics from shadows

For an authentic image there must be a location in the infinite plane
(R2 ) that satisfies all cast and attached shadow constraints. That
is, the intersection of all the constraints should define a non-empty
region. In the bottom panel of Fig. 2, for example, there is a nonempty intersection for all of the shadow constraints on the parents
and house — the region outlined in black. Note, however, that the
shadow of the airborne boy in the background generates a wedge
constraint that does not intersect the other constraints and is therefore physically inconsistent for a scene with one light source.
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Cast and attached shadow constraints can be represented as linear inequalities in the plane. The satisfiability of these constraints
can then be determined using standard linear programming. Shown
in Fig. 4 are two lines defined implicitly by their normals n1a and
n2a , and the point pa . The direction of the normals specifies the region in the plane in which the solution x must lie. The intersection
of these two regions is the upward facing wedge (red). Also shown
in Fig. 4 is a single line defined by its normal nb and point pb . This
line specifies a half plane constraint in which the solution must lie.
In each case, a shadow constraint is specified by either a pair of
lines (wedge cast shadow constraint) or a single line (half-plane
attached shadow constraint).
Formally, a half-plane constraint is specified with a single linear
inequality in the unknown x:
ni · x − ni · pi ≥ 0,

(1)

where ni is normal to the line and pi is a point on the line. A
wedge-shaped constraint is specified with two linear constraints:
n1i · x − n1i · pi ≥ 0

and

n2i · x − n2i · pi ≥ 0.

(2)

A collection of half-plane and wedge constrains can be combined
into a single system of m inequalities:
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Nx − P ≥ 0.

(4)

Given error-free constraints from a consistent scene, a solution to
this system of inequalities should always exist. However we can
account for errors or inconsistency by introducing a set of m slack
variables si :
Nx − P ≥ −s
s ≥ 0,

(5)
(6)

where si is the ith component of the m-vector s. If the constraints
are fully satisfiable then a solution will exist where all slack variables are zero. Solutions with a non-zero slack variable si mean
that the solution is not consistent with constraint i.
The above inequalities can be combined into a single system as
follows:
   

x
P
N I
−
≥ 0,
(7)
s
0
0 I
where I is an m × m identity matrix. We, of course, seek a solution
that minimizes the amount of slack required to satisfy this system.
As such, the linear program consists of minimizing the L1 norm of
the vector of slack variables,
 
 x
0 1
,
(8)
s
subject to the constraints in Equation (7). That is, we seek a solution that minimizes the slack variables, while satisfying all of the
cast and attached shadow constraints. If the slack variables for the
optimal solution are all zero, then there exists a light position that
satisfies all of the specified constraints. Otherwise, one or more of
the shadows is inconsistent with the rest of the scene.
Recall that a shadow constraint is specified by connecting a point
on a shadow with a range of possible corresponding points on an
object. As described earlier there is an inherent sign ambiguity in

specifying these constraints: if the light is behind the center of projection, then its projected location in the image plane is inverted
and the constraint normals should all be negated. In this case, the
constraints simply take the form:
−Nx + P ≥ −s.

(9)

In Fig. 4, for example, the downwards facing region shaded blue
corresponds to a sign inversion of the upwards facing region shaded
red. In practice we solve both linear programs (with constraints
Equation (5) and (9)) and select the solution with the minimal L1
norm, Equation (8). If either the regular or inverted system has a
solution with zero slack, then we conclude that the constraints are
mutually consistent. Otherwise, there is no light position that is
consistent with all of the constraints and we conclude that some
of the constraints are being generated by parts of the image that
have been manipulated.
When an image generates inconsistent constraints, we may wish
to know which constraints are in conflict with others. These conflicting constraints provide the essential evidence that can be used
to invalidate a forgery, and can be useful in determining what parts
of an image may have been manipulated. We greedily find an approximately minimal set of inconsistent constraints.1 To begin, two
constraints are selected at random. If these constraints are not satisfiable, then they form a minimal set of inconsistent constraints. If
they are satisfiable, then a randomly selected constraint is added to
the set and the linear program is solved. Constraints are added in
this way until the system is no longer satisfiable. This entire process
is repeated with different random starting conditions. The smallest
set of violating constraints, which may or may not be unique, provides a succinct summary of which parts of an image may have
been altered.

2.4

User Interface

A forensic analyst’s specification of cast shadow constraints is
made easier and more efficient with a simple user interface. An analyst specifies cast shadow constraints by selecting a point in shadow
and selecting a wedge region that comfortably encompasses the
corresponding object casting the shadow, Fig. 5(a). After the first
constraint is entered, a yellow wedge-shaped region is automatically rendered at the user’s cursor, Fig. 5(b). This yellow region is
the smallest wedge, emanating from the current point, that would
completely cover both the forward and backward feasible regions
of the linear programs associated with the previous constraint(s).
The analyst’s goal is to reduce the size of this wedge by identifying
new constraints that more tightly encompass the shadow-casting
object, Fig. 5(c). If the wedge that the analyst would need to specify
in order to encompass the shadow-casting object fully encloses the
yellow wedge, then the new constraint is redundant with previous
ones and can simply be ignored, Fig. 5(d). If the wedge specified by
the analyst does not overlap the yellow wedge at all, then the new
constraint is inconsistent with previous ones, indicating a forgery.
For attached shadow constraints, specification is facilitated by
automatically computing a shadow’s orientation at a user specified
point. Shown in Fig. 5(e), for example, is a point on an attached
shadow (red dot) and the automatically rendered terminator orientation (pink line) and direction to the bright side of the shadow
(pink arrow). The orientation and direction are determined by simply computing the local intensity gradient in a small spatial neighborhood. The analyst can either accept the specified shadow con1 We

use an approximation algorithm because finding the guaranteed minimal set of inconsistent constraints requires worst case exponential time.
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Original image copyright 2011, Geico Insurance

Fig. 5. A user interface for specifying shadow constraints: (a) two cast shadows are manually selected on the roof; (b-c) an analyst specifies a point on a cast
shadow (red dot) and automatically the range of plausible light directions is rendered (yellow wedge). Specification of a constraint (c) reduces the width of
the wedge to conform to the object casting the shadow (red lines); (d) a constraint may be ignored if the yellow wedge is too narrow to reliably encompass the
object which cast the shadow; (e-f) an analyst specifies a point on an attached shadow (red dot) and the orientation and direction of the shadow terminator is
automatically suggested by computing the image gradient (pink dotted line and arrow) after which an analyst can accept or adjust the constraint.

straint (Fig. 5(f)) or rotate it slightly if necessary. Useful attached
shadow constraints are found when the half-plane identified by the
attached shadow excludes a portion of the yellow region (which
does not occur in Fig. 5(e)).
This simple interface allows an analyst to efficiently identify
what is typically a rich set of cast and attached shadow constraints.
Shown in Fig. 6 is a computer generated scene which illustrates

the variety of shadows that an analyst might encounter. When cast
shadows are well defined (e.g., the cones), the analyst will typically specify a single wedge, and when cast shadows are ambiguous (e.g., the spheres), the analyst will typically specify multiple
wedges that combine to provide a tighter constraint than can be
described by a single wedge. The analyst’s selection of multiple
wedges is guided by the yellow region that is visualized by the
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Fig. 6. A computer generated scene with sixty cast and attached shadows.
Wedge constraints from the cast shadows are shown with solid lines. Halfplane constraints from attached shadows are shown with dashed lines.
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Fig. 7. The median probability that a randomly selected light position will
satisfy a variable number of cast and attached shadow constraints. The error
bars correspond to the 25th and 75th quantile.

graphical interface, and wedges are typically located on opposing sides of an ambiguous cast shadow. When specifying attached
shadow constraints, as on the cloth, a multitude of somewhat redundant shadows may be present, and an expeditious analyst will
identify and omit these shadows by using the yellow region as a
guide.
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RESULTS

probability

3.

We first validate our technique on a set of large-scale simulations
and then provide results from several real-world examples of authentic and visually compelling forgeries.

3.1

2 A subset of n cast and attached shadow constraints were selected from a
scene with N constraints as follows. If the total number of subsets of size
n was less than 500, then all subsets were considered, otherwise, a random
selection of 500 of all possible N !/n!(N − n)! subsets were considered.

10

0.4

Simulations

Shown in Fig. 6 is a computer generated scene with a variety of
cast and attached shadows. This scene was rendered multiple times
with either an infinitely distant or local point light in one of 49 or 98
locations, respectively. The distant lights were uniformly sampled
over a hemisphere excluding an elevation less than 40 degrees. The
local lights were uniformly sampled on the same hemisphere and at
two different radial distances (R) from the ground plane (R = 145
and R = 265, where the height of the cylinder in the scene is 30).
We first assess how many wedge and half-plane shadow constraints are necessary to reasonably restrict the space of viable light
positions. For each of the 147 computer generated scenes, exemplified by Fig. 6, a random subset of n cast and attached shadow
constraints were first extracted2 . Then, a random 3-D light position
was drawn from a hemisphere, excluding an elevation less than 10
degrees, and projected into the image plane. Shown in Fig. 7 is
the median probability that this light position was consistent with
n constraints (horizontal axis) — the error bars correspond to the
25th and 75th quantile. The difference between the distant and local light are insignificant and so the results are combined.
With only one constraint, the median probability is 0.73 meaning
that a single constraint from forged parts of the image is unlikely

15

0.2
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0
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80
100
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120

Fig. 8. The probability of detecting a composite photo as a function of the
angular deviation in the position of the light. Each curve corresponds to a
different number of shadow constraints.

to be effective in detecting photo composites. However, this probability decreases quickly as more constraints are added: with three
constraints the probability is 0.25, with five constraints the probability is 0.10, with eight constraints the probability is 0.05, and
with twenty constraints the probability is 0.01.
We next simulated the creation of a total of 1,008,714 composite photos with inconsistent lighting. Each composite consisted of
the seven objects shown in Fig. 6. A varying sized subset of these
objects (94 distinct subsets in total) were illuminated with the light
source in one of 147 positions, and the remaining objects were illuminated with a different light source, for a total of 10,731 light
pairings. Once composited, a maximum of 1,500 random sets of between 5 and 60 shadow constraints were extracted from each scene
to yield approximately 150 million different systems of constraints.
These constraints were selected so that the ratio between the wedge
cast shadow and the half-plane attached shadow constraints was on
average 1:2 (this is the same ratio of constraints found in the orig-
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Fig. 10. Shown is a fake scene in which the floating sphere’s shadow is inconsistent with the rest of the scene. Shown in the upper panel are the complete set of user specified constraints. Shown in the lower panel is a minimal
set of violating constraints automatically determined from the above set of
constraints. The red shaded regions corresponds to the positive constraints
and the blue shaded regions correspond to the negative constraints.

Fig. 9. Shown is an authentic photo and the successful result of a consistency check. The region of plausible locations for the light source is outlined
in black.

inal scenes). If no solution is found that satisfies the selected constraints, then the photo is correctly classified as a fake.
Shown in Fig. 8 is the accuracy with which a forgery was detected in these scenes. The individual curves correspond to the total number of constraints. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
angle between the two projected light directions in the composite
photo, which is computed as the median angle between the projected directions of the two light sources at each constraint. The
detection accuracy improves with the total number of constraints
because more constraints carve out an increasingly smaller valid
solution space.
With only 10 constraints, the difference in the lighting must
reach 100◦ before the probability of detecting the fake reaches
80%. With 20 constraints, this same accuracy is achieved for a
lighting difference of 35◦ , and with 50 constraints even a small
10◦ discrepancy can be detected with a probability of 80%. At the
same time, the accuracy of correctly classifying an authentic photo
in these scenes is 100%. Because any portion of a cast or attached
shadow can be used, it is fairly easy to find 50 or more constraints
in a typical image.

Shown in panel of Fig. 9 is an authentic scene with eight constraints. The projected light position is in the intersection of the
constraints which is outlined in black. Shown in Fig. 10 is a fake
version of the scene shown in Fig. 9 in which the floating sphere
from a differently lit scene was inserted. Shown in the upper panel
are eight constraints selected in this scene and shown in the lower
panel is the result from the automatic detection of a minimal set of
unsatisfiable constraints. The red shading corresponds to the positive constraints and the blue shading corresponds to the negative
constraints — neither are satisfiable. The median angular lighting
difference at each constraint is 3.6◦ which in this case is enough of
a difference to create an inconsistency in the shadows.
In the supplemental document that accompanies this paper we
applied our method to several synthetic images from a previously
published study [Farid and Bravo 2010]. In that study subjects were
presented with fairly simple images where shadows were cast by
two sets of objects onto two separate surfaces, and the subjects
were asked to indicate if the shadows were mutually consistent
(correct) or inconsistent. The results of that study showed that people performed poorly at this task even for these relatively simple
scenes containing well-defined shapes with strong salient features.
As shown in Sup. Fig. 1, our method works well on these images
that confound human viewers.

3.2

Real World

Shown in Fig. 11 is an authentic photo illuminated with a distant
light source (the sun). Also shown is the result of a successful consistency check for eleven cast shadows (dozens of other consistent
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Fig. 12. A composite photo and a minimal set of violating constraints
(these were automatically selected from a total of 31 user specified constraints). The shadows on the cloth cast by the angel’s right wing and by
another part of the cloth, and cast on the neck by her chin are mutually inconsistent. The red shaded regions corresponds to the positive constraints
and the blue shaded regions correspond to the negative constraints.
Original image copyright 2010, Travlr, http://www.flickr.com/photos/travlr/4654451054

Fig. 11. An authentic photo and the result of a shadow consistency check.
The region of plausible locations for the light source is outlined in black.

shadows are available in the scene but their constraints were not
rendered to avoid clutter).

Shown in Fig. 12 is a composite photo illuminated with a local
light source where the shadows on the angel are inconsistent with
the cloth and the angel’s cast shadow. Also shown in this figure is
a minimal set of violating constraints. A second composite along
with a minimal set of violating constraints is shown in Fig. 15
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Fig. 13. An authentic photo (first row) and two fake photos (second and fourth row), and the results of a shadow consistency check. The solid lines correspond
to cast shadows and dashed lines correspond to attached shadows. The red shaded regions correspond to the positive constraints and the blue shaded regions
correspond to the negative constraints. Where a feasible solution is found, it is outlined in black. The panels in the third row show magnified views of the
constraints from the image in the second row. For the authentic image in the top row a valid solution is found. For the fake image in the second row, the right
panel shows a minimal set of constraints that are violated revealing that the duck-bill dinosaur’s shadow is inconsistent with the rest of the scene (these were
automatically determined from a total of 10 user specified constraints). The fake image in the bottom row illustrates a failure case for our method. The robot’s
shadow has been modified, but the modification still admits a valid solution.

Shown in the top row of Fig. 13 is a scene illuminated with a
local light source. Also shown is the result of a successful consistency check for ten cast and attached shadows (many other consistent shadows are available in the scene but were not rendered
to avoid clutter). Shown in the second row of Fig. 13 is an altered
photo in which the duck-billed dinosaur and its shadow were inserted from a separate photo taken with the light in a different

position. The panel to the right shows a minimal set of mutually
conflicting constraints revealing that the shadow of the duck-billed
dinosaur is inconsistent with the rest of the scene. Although significantly different from the correct shadow, the shape and location
of the dinosaur’s shadow in the composite photo is not, at a casual
inspection, obviously fake. Further, subjective arguments about the
shape or direction of the shadow would be confounded by the irreg-
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ular geometry upon which the shadow is cast. In addition to inserting the dinosaur, the image was also modified by rotating the apple
and black container counter-clockwise while leaving their shadows
unchanged. The apple’s shadow, however, remains consistent by
our test because the wedge specifying the cast shadow constraint is
wide enough to encompass the intersection of the other constraints.
Shown in the bottom row of Fig. 13 is an altered photo that
demonstrates a failure case for our method. The shadow of the robot
was manipulated using Photoshop. However the manipulation purposefully shifted the shadow along rays from the light to the original shadow point. The result of this contrived manipulation is a
distorted shadow that still generates constraints consistent with the
true light location.
Shown in Fig. 1 is a shadow analysis of a photo from the Apollo
11 moon landing. The constraints correspond to four cast shadows
from the astronaut’s legs onto the moon’s surface, three cast shadows from objects on the moon’s surface, and three attached shadows on the astronaut’s helmet, and footprint on the moon’s surface.
The region outlined in black identifies locations that satisfy all 11
of these constraints (dozens of other consistent shadows are available in the scene but were not rendered to avoid clutter). Thus we
conclude that by our measure the lighting in this image is consistent.

3.3

Usability

We performed an informal survey of five users with some photo
editing experience but no experience with our shadow analysis. After one hour of instruction and training, all five of the users successfully completed the analysis of the image shown in Fig. 13. The average amount of time taken was 30 minutes. Although the fifth user
successfully completed the analysis, he employed one constraint
that was invalid. In a post interview, he agreed that it was invalid,
and was able to subsequently complete the analysis.
In certain cases, the specified shadow constraints will restrict
the position of the projected light source to be in a closed polygonal region. Although not rendered as such, this is also the case in
Figs. 1, 9, and 11. In these cases, it is more difficult for a forger to
add a consistent shadow. In addition, this restriction to a finite area
is a stronger constraint than previous work that identified inconsistencies in the projected 2-D light direction [Johnson and Farid
2005].
Lastly, we note that a local or infinite light source may sometimes project to a point at infinity in the image plane. A local light,
for example, will project to infinity if the direction from the camera center to the light is parallel to the image plane. In this case,
lines connecting points on a cast shadow to their corresponding
points on an object will be parallel and hence intersect at infinity.
Shown in Fig. 14 is such an example where the dashed lines connecting shadow and object on the cone and cube are parallel. An
analyst limited by finite image resolution, however, cannot unambiguously identify exact points to specify these parallel lines and
instead must specify a broader wedge shape (solid lines). These
wedges diverge and therefore their intersection includes finite locations (black region) as well as the true light projection at infinity.
Although lights projecting to infinity would create problems for algorithms attempting to find the light position by intersecting nearly
parallel rays [Stork and Johnson 2006], this situation does not pose
any particular difficulty in specifying a valid region using wedge
and half-plane constraints.

4.

DISCUSSION

We have described a geometric technique for detecting photo
manipulation based on inconsistent shadows. Previous lightingand shadow-based forensic techniques exploited cast shadows for
which a unique object-to-shadow pairing was available (e.g., the
tip of a cone). In contrast, we exploit a broad range of ambiguous
cast and attached shadows. Although each constraint is typically
not highly informative, a combination of many such constraints
can be highly effective in detecting inconsistent shadows that are
not perceptually obvious. The subsequent determination of shadow
consistency is framed as a standard linear programming problem
affording a computationally efficient solution. A consistent solution to all specified shadow constraints is interpreted to mean that
the shadows are physically plausible while a failure to find a solution is used as evidence of photo tampering. In the latter case, it can
be difficult to visually identify which constraints are inconsistent.
We, therefore, developed a method to identify the inconsistent constraints thus providing insight into which parts of an image were
manipulated.
This method is intended for use where there is only a single dominant light source. While this limitation does preclude analysis of
scenes lit by multiple point lights or diffuse area lighting, it includes the common situation of outdoor scenes lit by the sun or indoor scenes photographed with a flash. Scenes with multiple light
sources or strong interreflections are usually evident by a corresponding multitude of shadows for a single object. It is likely that
this basic approach will extend to area lights [Ramamoorthi and
Hanrahan 2001] that yield reasonably well defined shadows.
Beyond an assumption of linear perspective projection and a single dominant point light source, no other assumptions about the
scene geometry or photometry are required. Should lens distortion
be an issue, standard techniques can be employed to estimate and
remove lens distortion. Alternatively the constraint wedges could
be expanded to accommodate the bounded movement of features
in the image plane due to lens or other type of distortion.
A key step in applying our method is for the analyst to select a
set of shadows from the image and to specify appropriate wedges
or half-planes. A poor selection of constraints could, of course, lead
to a failure in detecting a manipulated image. To minimize the likelihood of this, we described a simple user interface which makes
the annotation of shadows relatively fast and easy to perform.
Even with this interface, our method relies on a user correctly
selecting constraints. The strength of our approach is that these
constraints can be objectively validated because the correspondence between objects and their shadows is generally clear. In
cases where the relation is not clear, large encompassing wedges
may be specified or other less ambiguous shadows may be used.
Our method therefore shifts the dialogue from “does the lighting/shadow look correct?” (which is well known to be highly unreliable), to a discussion of whether an analyst has correctly selected the range of points on an object that correspond to a point
on a shadow (a far more objective task). In this regard, our method
lets humans do what computers are poor at — understanding scene
content — and lets the computer do what humans are poor at —
assessing the validity of geometric constraints.
A sufficiently informed forger (e.g., [Shesh et al. 2009]) could,
of course, use this forensic technique to ensure that all shadows
are consistent. One way to counter this is to combine this shadow
analysis with other techniques for estimating lighting from a single
image [Nillius and Eklundh 2001; Okabe et al. 2004; Lalonde et al.
2011]. This addition will make it more difficult, but never impossible, to create a consistent and visually compelling fake.
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Fig. 14. A scene is illuminated by a local light source that projects to a point at infinity in the image plane. In this special case, the light casts shadows that
project to parallel lines in the image (dashed lines). A forensic analyst, limited by image resolution, must specify broader wedges which diverge (solid red
lines), yielding an intersection that includes finite locations (black outline) as well as the true light projection at infinity.
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Fig. 15. A composite photo and a minimal set of violating constraints (these were automatically determined from a total of 25 user specified constraints).
The red shaded regions corresponds to the positive constraints and the blue shaded regions correspond to the negative constraints. The three middle panels are
a magnified view of the selected shadows.
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